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A STEP-BY-STEP
GUIDE ON HOW TO
GROW YOUR REAL
ESTATE BUSINESS
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SET
1

BUSINESS
GOALS

Success in any area of life requires a very clear picture of
where you’re trying to reach. Only then can you take the steps
required to get you there. This couldn’t be truer for success in
real estate. As real estate agents, the most tangible metric that
we use is our income.
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STEP 1

CALCULATE YOUR TARGET INCOME
What’s your financial goal for 2019 – and the following years?
Coming up with a concrete figure will help you discover what
you need to achieve with your marketing plan in terms of leads
generated and sales made.
Here’s a simple formula:
Target gross income: $100,000
Average gross commission: $12,500
$100,000 (target gross income) / $12,500 (avg. gross
commission) = 8 deals.
Each year, you need to close 8 deals to meet your target gross
income. Congratulations, you now have a sales goal!
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STEP 2

HOW MANY LEADS DO YOU NEED?
Take a 2% conversion rate (you can do better!). That means
for every 100 leads, you need to convert 2 of those into clients.
Target deals: 8
Conversion rate: 2%
8 (target deals) / 2% (conversion rate) = 400 leads.
Each year, you would need to generate 400 leads to meet your
target deals which, in theory, should help you reach your target
income of $100,000.
Keep in mind, this is just an example. If you’re fantastic at closing leads or marketing yourself, you can drastically reduce the
number of leads required. Stay with us, we’ll get to the marketing strategy side of things soon.
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STEP 3

SET YOUR MARKETING BUDGET
What percentage of your income should be allocated to growing your business, developing a strong brand presence, and
bringing in those leads?
Let’s pick 10% as a conservative rate. If your income from commissions is $50,000, that gives you $5,000 for marketing. As
you grow your business, you should be scaling your marketing
budget to match your income.
Tip: Put aside a percentage of your marketing budget to support a local charity that you care about. This is a fantastic way to
give back to the community and establish yourself as a benefactor in your area.
Now that we have a target income and marketing budget, we
need to identify our niche and decide how we’re going to market our real estate business to meet our income goals.
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2

IDENTIFY

YOUR MARKET

Growing your real estate business requires you to pick a target demographic within a desirable, hyper-specific locality,
gain a deep understanding of the market, and consistently
engage with homeowners with the right marketing messages.
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STEP 1

PICK A TARGET AUDIENCE
Any successful marketing endeavor requires a crystal-clear
pic- ture of who your target demographic is.
What is their age group? How much do they earn? What stage of
life are they at – working professionals or retirees? How can you
connect with their unique pain points and desires?
Tip: Create an ‘ideal client profile’. That is, imagine your ideal
client. List down all of their information (name, age, profession,
interests, pain points and desires). This will help you connect
better with your leads on a more personal level as you engage
in your marketing efforts.

STEP 2

KNOW YOUR LOCALITY
Narrow down your target market to a specific subdivision,
neighborhood or community where your target demographic
resides. As a real estate agent, your network is everything, and
that requires a deep understanding of your locality.
Who are your local competitors? How are they successful?
Which schools, shops, and amenities exist in your area? Become familiar with the city planning office. What are the 1,
5, 10- and 20-year growth plans for your market? What’s the
history and political discourse of your area?
Tip: Make a list of your most important local contacts, including
your competition, city planning office, architect firms, and local
businesses. Stay in regular contact, you never know when an
opportunity might pop up.
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STEP 3

START QUANTIFYING THE MARKET
Figuring out whether your market has enough activity and business potential is vital and can make or break your real estate
business.
What are the market trends for property sales? Is the market
large enough to justify your efforts? What’s the turnover rate
for your area? How many leads could you potentially collect
each month? Will this meet your targets?
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IMPLEMENT
MARKETIN
G
STRATEGIE
With your business goa
S
bringing in more leads and closing them effectively. Ideally, you
want to pick 3-5 of these strategies and create a system where you
consistently repeat each for optimum results.
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Direct Mail
It’s old school, but in an era dominated by on-screen advertising, it works better than
ever. Sending personally-addressed letters or business flyers to a hyper-targeted list of
addresses is a surefire way to bring in high-quality leads.

Cold Calling
Cold calling has a bad reputation, but if you’re confident on the phone or have a solid
script prepared, it can be an effective way to convince prospective leads where a more
passive marketing approach might have failed.

Email Marketing
Surprise surprise, email marketing is one of the most powerful approaches you can take. Regularly work on building your email list with
local prospects from door knocking, networking events, social media,
and your website, and send relevant, useful and entertaining content
straight to their inbox on a weekly basis.

Social Media
At least having a presence on LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram is recommended to establish your brand as a trusted
local expert. Even better, regularly post valuable content to each
of these platforms and encourage people to follow and share your
page. If your marketing budget allows it, you can even run local
advertisements on Facebook with a bit of research, planning, and
creativity.

Video and Photography Marketing
Creating short videos and hiring a professional photographer for
your properties (and portraits of yourself!) is a great way to add a
professional touch to your listings. You can even turn these into
highly-effective video ads for social media.
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Paid Leads
Paying for leads from lead suppliers can be a great shortcut. You can market directly to
these prospects with your preferred strategy (be it cold calling, emailing, or direct mail).

Inbound Referrals
Referrals are the icing on the cake. Once you have other marketing strategies implemented, you should be asking your contacts for referrals. You have to be proactive
about this and actively remind clients to help you out. At the same time, make sure to
gather testimonials that you can use for your other marketing efforts.
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4

MEASURE
THE RESULTS

Are you meeting your g
never know if you don’t measure. By quantifying every step of your
marketing efforts, you’ll also discover which approaches work best,
and which should be adapted or removed completely.
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STEP

1

SEGMENT YOUR STRATEGIES
This is vital for your growth. Make sure you measure each marketing strategy individually, quantifying how many leads you
generate with each strategy and how much of your marketing
budget is allocated to each. This will allow you to calculate your
CPA (cost per acquisition) per campaign.

STEP

2

STEP

3
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RECORD EVERYTHING
How much are you spending on each marketing strategy? How
many prospective leads are you reaching? How many leads
are you generating? How many of those leads turn into actual
clients? It’s important to keep a clear, accurate, and consistent
record of all your marketing efforts in order to understand how
your market is responding to your campaigns.

REFINE AND OPTIMIZE
Each month, you should review how effective your different
marketing strategies are based on the previous metrics. This
will allow you to decide whether you need to 1. Continue with
the current approach, 2. Invest more into successful strategies,
or 3. Adapt/change existing strategies.
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CONCLUSION
Hopefully, this Blueprint gave you some ideas on how
you can start growing your real estate career. If you’d
like to join a brokerage that puts its agents first and
empowers you with the tools, technology and support
for success in real estate, let’s talk. Alta Realty Group
is looking for ambitious agents just like you.

GET HELP REACHING YOUR
GOALS WITH:
Exclusive Leads – High-quality buyer/
seller leads delivered straight to you.
In-house Support – Support from
our marketing team and experienced
brokers.
Marketing Tools – Full suite of tools to
create listings and close leads.
Training Platform – Regular weekly
training to develop your skills.

Interested in joining Alta Realty Group?
Our brokers will help you create and implement your own Blueprint For Success.

Get in touch today! We’d love to hear from you.
info@altarealtygrp.com

ARG Corporate Office

(888) 504-5327

3416 Via Lido, Suite E
Newport Beach, CA
92663
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